
Andy Robinson, CEO of The
Automated Technology Group,

visited 10 Downing Street recently as part
of a delegation convened to discuss
higher-level apprenticeships. Through 
The Academy, its dedicated training
programme, the group employs a total 
of 47 apprentices, making it a leading
light in the promotion of apprenticeships
among small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs).

At the meeting – which was chaired by
Baroness Neville-Rolfe – Andy and the CEOs
of other influential companies were asked
to give their opinions on how to extend the
scope of the government’s Trailblazer
apprenticeships programme to include
Degree and Master’s level students. 

Explains Andy, “The skills agenda is
extremely important for engineering
companies such as The Automated
Technology Group. The future of our
industry depends on the generation 
of new technologies that secure
competitive advantage for the UK. 
This kind of innovation requires skills 
at the highest level in industry. The UK,”
continued Andy, “suffers from a
recognised gap between discovery
and commercial exploitation; this is 
the gap that we aim to close with the
higher-level apprenticeships.”

See page 3 for Andy’s exclusive 
view of inside number 10.
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At the end of last year, four apprentices from
The Academy of The Automated Technology
Group took part in the UK finals of WorldSkills,
held at the NEC in Birmingham. These national
competitions are designed to test apprentices’
skills in their chosen trade.

The four apprentices – Kerry Thompson, James
Ellis, Josh Russell and James Mason – competed
as two teams of two in the Advanced Industrial
Control Competition, alongside contestants
from major motor manufacturers, Universities
and University Technical Colleges.

With an impressive score of 86%, Kerry
Thompson and James Ellis won the Bronze
medal. Achieving a fantastic score of 92%,
James Mason and Josh Russell scooped Gold
and each won a laptop donated by
competition sponsor, Siemens.

With skills shortages evident throughout the
engineering sector, the success of our

apprentices in this
national competition
is a clear vindication
of The Automated
Technology Group’s
ethos of growing its
own talent through
The Academy.
Naturally, we are 
extremely proud of 
their success.

The destinations included Switzerland, Northern
Ireland and a trip from Land’s End to John
o’Groats. The championship began in early
March, travelling to Poole in Dorset, and finished
in the last week of October at Bridlington. To
complete all the rallies involved clocking up a
staggering 12,000 miles – the average mileage
for a car for a year – which translates into a vast
amount of time in the saddle. Even though there
were breakdowns, I managed to keep my classic
scooter on the road to complete the challenge
and, due to the enjoyment that the whole
exercise brought me, I have decided to attempt
all the rallies for 2015!

Darren Ashford, Installation Director

MEDALS FOR APPRENTICES 
IN NATIONAL COMPETITION

FROM THE
CEO’S DESK...

A key consideration for many of our
clients is ‘time to market’. The time taken

to develop a new product, adapt
manufacturing systems to suit its production
and present it to potential buyers must be
minimized to gain competitive advantage. 
The same is true, I believe, for employers when
it comes to apprenticeships and training. 

This was a point I was keen to make at the
meeting I attended recently in Downing Street;
as a group, we are focused on finding ways for
our apprentices to make positive contributions
to live projects as early as possible. It makes a
huge difference to their own confidence and
speed of learning, as well as adding fresh
perspectives to project procedures.

Descending the Italian side of the Stelvio Pass

As the proud owner of a vintage motor scooter, 
I am a member of the Lambretta Club of Great
Britain. The club – which is the largest Lambretta
club in the world, with around 4500 members –
holds an annual championship that involves
members attending rallies on their scooters, with
points awarded for signing on at each event. 
The rally calendar for 2014, issued at the AGM
and awards ceremony in Doncaster in January,
was said to be the toughest ever compiled by the
club, featuring no less than 28 events between
March and October. As these are held over
weekends, you can work out the maths to see
that there were not many free weekends during
those nine months! In the 2014 competition, 
I managed to finish in a creditable third place. 

SCOOTER
CHALLENGE

Pauline Nichols, Training Manager



Our meeting was chaired by Baroness 
Neville-Rolfe DBE CMG (pictured), the Minister
responsible for promoting the government’s
Trailblazer Apprenticeships. As well as the
companies that Brian and I represented,
Alstom, GE, Schneider and IBM were present –
along with Southampton, Bristol and
Manchester Universities – and we had a very
positive discussion about how the new
Trailblazer scheme can benefit our organisations.

We then headed out onto a landing, with a
small staircase leading up to the Camerons’
private apartment and plenty more artwork,
including a famous Tracey Emin piece entitled
‘More Passion’ that features those two words lit
up in neon. We then headed down the famous
yellow staircase – past the black and white
pictures of all the previous Prime Ministers – 
to the huge globe at the bottom. Then, after
collecting our coats, we made our way outside
for some formal and informal photographs.

I really enjoyed the opportunity to represent The
Automated Technology Group at this meeting
and feel very fortunate to have been able to
spend a short time in this historic building.

Andy Robinson, CEO

After a great start to 2015, winning
vital games against Moseley and
Doncaster Knights, Bedford Blues
experienced their first defeat of
the year (34-19) away to
Rotherham Titans on 17 January.

Back at home on the last day of the month,
the team experienced another loss (12-29) to
London Scottish. The tide turned in the comfort
of Goldington Road on 7 February, when the
Blues ran in five tries during a 38-8 win over
Plymouth Albion. Come on, you Blues!

The Automated Technology Group is once
again acting as headline sponsor for the Silsoe
Stride, the annual 5km fun run through Wrest
Park, where the group headquarters are
located. This year’s run takes place on Sunday
28 June and will again feature 1km and 500m
fun runs for children alongside the main event.
The Silsoe Stride raises vital funds for local
charities and is also a very enjoyable day of
sport and socializing. To sign up for the run, 
visit www.silsoestrides.co.uk

Bernadette McElhatton, Executive Assistant

The car that I race – sponsored by The
Automated Technology Group – was recently
shortlisted for the 750 Motor Club’s Design &
Innovation Award. Although the car did not win,
as one of the three finalists I won a day’s testing
with Radical Sportscars of Peterborough, at
which I will get to sample some of the
company's cars, including the latest variant of its
ultra-successful SR3 design.

RACE CAR
SHORTLISTED
FOR DESIGN
AWARDSILSOE STRIDEMIXED RESULTS

FOR THE BLUES

I enjoyed a successful season with the car –
which now features the new group branding – in
the 2014 RGB (Road Going Bike-engined) race
series with two class wins, three class 2nds, three
class fastest laps and one class lap record.

Austen Greenway, Senior Simulation EngineerMatt Challinor, Senior Project Manager

After showing my passport at the gates to
Downing Street, I passed through airport-style
security in a small lodge building and then –
accompanied by Brian Holliday, Managing
Director of Siemens UK – walked up the famous
street towards the big black door. 

I pressed the doorbell but was promptly told by
the policeman that I should knock. Before I had
the chance to, the door was opened by a butler.
On entering the hall, I was surprised that it felt
more like a house than an office – a little like 
an old vicarage. We were asked to leave our
phones and tablets on a rack in the hall and we
hung our coats on a rail before heading upstairs.

INSIDE
NUMBER 10

We walked up the first of the two staircases,
across a small landing and into the large
Dining Room that overlooks Horse Guards
Parade. It was panelled, floor to ceiling, in oak
and had a large table that would seat around
20 people; on the walls were some very large
original paintings depicting Oliver Cromwell.

After the meeting, the Baroness gave us a brief
tour. From the Dining Room, we visited the
Pillared Room, in which the Queen was
recently photographed with the cabinet and
which overlooks the Rose Garden. 

Then we saw the White Room, a small room
directly above the Cabinet Room where the
Prime Minister is often photographed
discussing with heads of state around the
fireplace, either side of which hang two
original Turners that are the most valuable
artwork in number 10. In the garden below
the White Room is the Cameron children’s
climbing frame and sandpit!



DIARY DATES
Pump Centre Conference &
Exhibition, 14 May
The Automated Technology Group will be
promoting its expertise to executives in the
pumps industry at this year's event, taking
place at the International Centre in Telford.

Annual Golf Day, 22 May
The Automated Technology Group's annual
Golf Day will take place at Pavenham Park
Golf Club – full details are available from
Kevin Hardy.

Silsoe Stride, 28 June
Charity fun run sponsored by The Automated
Technology Group – see
www.silsoestrides.co.uk for more details.

If you have an idea for an
event or feedback on events
held to date, please feel free to
email your social committee at
social@atg.gb.com

The Automated Technology Group's Social
Committee recently welcomed Emma O’Dell as
one of its members. Emma, along with Michelle
McGivney, was responsible for the success of the
group's 2014 Christmas party – well done, girls,
for your hard work to make that night a great
success! We look forward to Emma’s input for this
year’s calendar of social events.

If anyone else within the group is interested 
in joining the Social Committee, please feel
free to chat to me or Matt Challinor about
what is involved – we are always open to new
recruits, whatever your role or location.

Johnny Bangs 
Junior Planning Engineer

EMMA JOINS 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 

In this issue, we turn 
the interview spotlight 
on Nigel Brookes, 
Group Sales Director.
What brought you into this industry?
My father worked at British Leyland's
Longbridge plant for 24 years, along with 
two of my brothers and three sisters. Between
them, they encouraged me to get an
apprenticeship there and learn a trade –
which I did and the rest is history, as they say.

What’s the most exciting thing
about your job?
The thrill of the chase...when you see an
opportunity and set your sights on it, then it’s 
a real buzz when you bring it in.

Who inspired you most in your career?
My old boss at Kesan Automation – he was a
legend and my surrogate father. He took me
under his wing as young 25-year-old and
mentored me through all elements of the system
integration business. I owe him a lot.

If you were an item in a
warehouse, what would you be?
The noisy toy robot that, when you wind it up
and let it go, you never know what damage 
it might do.

If you had to do it all again, 
what would you do differently?
There are certain things I would do differently
but overall I wouldn’t change much. 

What is the most embarrassing 
thing that’s ever happened to you?
I fell off my chair in the KUKA UK conference
room many years ago when introducing
myself and the company to them for the first
time. When I stood up, the chair rolled back
away from me so when I sat down it had
gone – and down I went. It was very
embarrassing but a great ice breaker – we
went on to do lots of business with them, so
perhaps that would be a great sales tactic 
for the future!

Who or what makes you laugh?
It’s not hard to make me laugh; customers
telling me their budget is always a good rib
tickler! I love British comedy, especially Python
and old-school BBC shows such as Morecambe
and Wise – when I watch an old re-run I can’t
stop myself laughing. 

Do you have any hidden talents?
I am not a very secretive person – heart on my
sleeve and all that – so any talents I have were
exposed years ago.

If you won the lottery, what would
you do?
Hmm...carry on working until well into my 80s.
Oh dear, I have just exposed one of my talents…

What’s your favourite book of all time?
Those who know me will know that I am a
prolific reader of books so I have lots that 
I have loved. Going back over the years,
however, 'The Lord of the Rings' trilogy is one 
I find hard to better. That said, I loved 'Cloud
Atlas' and those of you with the patience to 
get into it should give it a go. 

Who would be your perfect party
guest?
Andy Currington for his witty humour, amazing
dress sense and his generally quiet disposition.
Well, one out of three isn’t bad.

What is your guilty pleasure?
I used to like to go through other people’s 984
ladder logic programmes and remove all
unnecessary horizontal shorts...I really miss
those days. Now it’s got to be Jameson’s on
the rocks.

Do you have any secret ambitions?
To play the lead role in ‘Darren Ashford – my life
story’, a show coming to the West End this
millennium. I am even now practising my break
dancing and stocking up on talcum powder.

What’s your dream holiday
destination?
Mauritius. I went there on honeymoon with Becky
Boo and loved it. 

Name your three favourite movies
of all time.
'Forrest Gump', 'Blade Runner' and 'Die Hard'. 
I have lots more but they popped straight into
my head.

What’s your favourite pastime?
Playing tennis – I love it and it keeps me out 
of trouble. 


